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CORRECTION to "Prize notice mailer advertisement: what you need to 
know" 

 

In the October 2022 edition of Plain Dealing, the article regarding prize notice 
mailer advertisements included an incorrect statement about the requirements of 
Verifiable Retail Value. 

In the article, a statement reads "Verifiable Retail Value. These statements must be 
not included in all areas where a prize is listed in a notice." 

In fact, the statement should read: "Verifiable Retail Value. These statements must 
be listed in all areas where a prize is listed in a notice." 

The entirely of the article is reprinted below with correction. Electronic versions of 
this article, available at wisconsindot.gov, have also been corrected to remove this 
error. 

 

... 

Prize notice advertisements are a marketing tool used by Wisconsin auto 
dealerships to inform current and potential customers of sale promotions events 
and discounts.  However, these prize notice mailers are required to be in 
compliance with Wisconsin Administrative Rules and Statutes which come under 
the authority of the Wisconsin Department of Transportation (DOT) and the 
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection (DATCP).  

DATCP has specific authority over prize notice mailers under Wis. Stat. 100.171 
(Prize Notices) and Wisconsin Administrative Code ATCP 127 (Direct 
Marketing).  Detailed fact sheets explaining DATCP Direct Marketing rules and the 
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Prize Notices statute can be located on the DATCP website at 
ConsumerFacts.wi.gov. 

In short, if a dealership offers a prize within a prize notice mailer advertisement, it 
may be required to format information in a required manner per Wis. Stat. s. 
100.171 and Wisconsin Administration Code ATCP 127.  The following are 
DATCP's compliance requirements most commonly found absent from prize 
notice mailers: 

Prize Odds. These statements must be: 

 Included in notices 
 Disclosed in the proper format 
 Disclosed in immediate proximity to all prize listings within notices 
 Listed in notices in the same font size, boldness and type as the prize 

listing  
 Included in all areas where a prize is listed in a notice 

Verifiable Retail Value. These statements must be: 

 Included in notices 
 Disclosed in the proper format 
 Disclosed in immediate proximity to all prize listings within notices 
 Listed in notices in the same font size, boldness and type as the prize 

listing 
 Listed in all areas where a prize is listed in a notice 

Pull Tab Promotions Cards 

Pull tab promotion cards are a marketing tool dealerships use in prize notice 
mailer advertisements.  These cards generally have nine areas, or “boxes”, where 
a tab can be physically pulled and raised revealing picture icons underneath each 
tab area.  One card often reveals three of the same icons under the tabs 
indicating the receiver of the notice is a winner.  Consumers match these three 
matching icons to a high value prize that has the same three icons next to, or in 
close proximity to, the prize.  Some consumers have reported to DATCP that they 
believed they won the high value prize and traveled to the dealership to collect a 
prize which they were never awarded.  DATCP considers this to be a violation of 
Wisconsin Administrative Code ATCP 127.44(15).  

Violations of the Direct Marketing Administrative Code or Prize Notice Statute are 
subject to civil forfeitures ranging from $100 to $10,000 per violation occurrence. 

To help dealerships understand the law and gain compliance, DATCP will review 
draft prize notice mailers before they are sent.  Dealerships can submit exemplar 
copies of prize notice advertisements directly to DATCP and after reviewing 
DATCP will provide an assessment of any areas of concern under DATCPs 
authority.  Any submission for review can be sent to Bureau of Consumer 
Protection Director Michael Domke at michael.domke1@wisconsin.gov.   
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Wisconsin Department of Transportation 

Dealer & Agent Section 

PO Box 7909 

Madison WI 53707 

dealers@dot.wi.gov 

Phone: (608) 266-1425 

 

 
You are subscribed to plaindealing as mhruska@watda.org. 
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